
The following is a collection of 3 years 
of D-Docks reviews and comments.

George 5 days ago
Reply

Looks like you're out of lightning LHD.  Will you have more soon?  Or, would it be 
possible to get the USB micro (which I see you have in stock) and just replace it myself 
with a lightning cable of my choice?

George 5 days ago

Thanks, just ordered it!  

Danny Larsen 5 days ago

Hi George, thanks for the question. I just slid my last dock for this batch into the 
Lightning inventory if you would like to go in and order it.
Thanks,
Danny



johnrr6 16 days ago
Reply

Absolutely need something like this for 2019 Jeep Grand Cherokee which has a nice 
deep well under the nav/media/carplay head unit.  In the well are two USB ports so the 
power souce is right there!

Danny Larsen 16 days ago

Thanks for the tip John. Good to know if I ever expand the product line - just need to 
find the time!!

Anonymous 16 days ago
Reply

When are these back in stock

Danny Larsen 16 days ago

Hello and thanks for the note. I am just finishing a new batch of LHDs now (May 26, 
2019) and they should be posted by Tuesday. I need to do some maintenance on the 
printers before printing up more of the RHDs so still several weeks out on those. Sorry 
and thanks for the patience!
Danny



EnharmonicRec about a month ago
Reply

This product looks amazing.  Wondering when you might have some available.  Just 
bought a GTI today and need a solution.  Thanks!

Danny Larsen 16 days ago

I should be posting more this week. Thanks for the patience!

Anonymous 2 months ago
Reply

Will this fit in the new 2019 Jetta, or if it won't, will you come up with a fitment?  Sign me 
up if you do!

Adam Kemphues 2 months ago
Reply

any chance there are plans to make them to fit into the Atlas? 



Anonymous 2 months ago
Reply

RHD version, perfect fit to my Golf R Variant 7.5 and nice chocolate gift!
Thanks Danny!

Anonymous 2 months ago
Reply

Installed in  RHD.
Perfect fit. 
Highly recommend.

Robert Cramer 2 months ago
Reply

When you are using the D dock withe the phone plugged in and active does it charge 
the phone at the same time as using it?

Todd Deimling 2 months ago



Reply

Received my Thursday, installed and am 1000% satisfied! if you have a Mk7 or Mk7.5 
GTI (or Golf) this should be your first purchase!

Danny is great to work with!!!

Thanks Danny!

Anonymous 2 months ago

Very appreciated Todd!
Danny

Anonymous 2 months ago
Reply

Just received mine yesterday , took just over 2 weeks to arrive here in the UK ....very 
happy with item and fits very well , works a treat ....so very very happy with 
purchase ...just not happy with the import VAT had to pay ( £22.81 ) !!! lol ..ow 
well ...still well worth getting.
Many thanks
Karl



Anonymous 2 months ago

Thanks so much Karl!
Danny

Anonymous 2 months ago
Reply

2017 Honda CRV, please. You would sell thousands because of Apple Play.

Anonymous 3 months ago
Reply

Been waiting patiently for these to be available again.

Danny Larsen 2 months ago

Thanks for the note. Working on a new batch now. Please plan on weekend of April 5, 
2019.
Regards,
Danny



pjk561 3 months ago
Reply

Hope you are able to replenish your stock soon. I would like to order a left hand drive 
unit.

Anonymous 4 months ago
Reply

I wanted to get more information about dimensions.  You said it was "4 7/8 inches wide 
and 6 inches deep".  What about height?

Also, what are the interior dimensions (of the slot the phone sits in)?

I want to see if I can hack this into my car...

Anonymous 4 months ago
Reply

Works great on Golf R.  Thanks for a cool product Danny.



Chuck Ackerman 5 months ago
Reply

Would love to see something like this for my 2018 Tiguan

Anonymous 5 months ago
Reply

would this fit a 2018 Gold Sportwagen SE? I think it should, right?

Thanks! Product looks like an ideal solution for me.

Anonymous 5 months ago
Reply

I'm trying to build something like this for my 2018 Chevy Cruze Premier! I would love 
something like this!!!

Anonymous 6 months ago
Reply

I have a Mitsubishi attrage 2017 with CarPlay and iPhone 8 . I live in Thailand . Would 
your product ,if you have one be able to ship here  . Regards Chris Day 



Ian Cunliffe 6 months ago
Reply

Great product and great service. Arrived quickly and fits my new 2018 GSW perfectly. 
Even though I ordered with wrong connector for my phone it took no time to swap in the 
provided alternative adaptor mount, set-up and install in car bin. My GSW feels 
complete now. Highly recommended. 

Roger Buttermore 7 months ago
Reply

Make another left hand drive batch and put one aside for me, please?

Danny Larsen 7 months ago

Hope to be making some more over the Thanksgiving weekend.
Thx,
Danny



Anonymous 8 months ago
Reply

Mine arrived today. Easy install per the video and fits my 2017 R  perfectly. Shout out to 
vwvortex for the link. 

Danny Larsen 7 months ago

Thanks for the feedback!
Danny

Frank 9 months ago
Reply

Mine arrived today.  Fits 2018 Golf R with no problem.  I had to get new adhesive 
because I screwed up the installation the first time.  But no problems now.

Harry Taylor 6 months ago

Thanks! I assumed it would fit the 2018, but it's great to have confirmation.



Wayne Dawber 9 months ago
Reply

Hi I would like to see one for 2016 vauxhall insignia, there's absolutely nowhere to put 
my phone other than one of the cup holders, I'm using note 8

Jamison Logan 9 months ago
Reply

Would love to see one for the 2018 Hyundai Elantra Sport!

aug0211 10 months ago
Reply

How about for the new Jeep Wrangler JL? I'd be interested in a dock for my 2018. 
Wrangler JL Unlimited Rubicon.

Jesus Anaya 10 months ago



Reply

I'm very interested in buy one for Kia Forte 2017-18.  

emigre808 11 months ago
Reply

will these be back in stock soon? will this fit the '18 Golf R? with the iPhone X?  please 
let me know. thanks!

Danny Larsen 11 months ago

Hi. I should have some in several weeks again back into inventory (today's date July 25, 
'18). I am currently printing them again after some machine maintenance.

Thanks,
Danny

Anonymous 11 months ago
Reply

Can the flap/door be closed when this is installed?



Danny Larsen 11 months ago

Generally, don't plan on it but there's more detailed information in the FAQ section on 
this.
Thanks, Danny

Brian 11 months ago
Reply

Bought one a few months ago. It was a total gamble as I was having USB-C related AA 
crashes and COULD NOT find a cable that worked. I was getting ready to send my S9+ 
back to Samsung to get an S7 back it was so bad. The quality of the product and 
cabling are top notch and actually solved my issue. The ease of docking now is also 
icing on the cake. I couldn't recommend this product enough. 

Danny Larsen 11 months ago

So glad it is working well for you!
Regards, Danny



Jack 11 months ago
Reply

Fit in a golf mark 7.5 GTi?

Danny Larsen 11 months ago

Yes sir! 
Regards, Danny

DJ Gozum 11 months ago
Reply

Or a 2013 VW EOS?

Danny Larsen 11 months ago

Sorry DJ - I'm only make them for the Golfs currently. 

DJ Gozum 11 months ago
Reply

I have a 2015 Ram Longhorn Laramie 1500. I the Uconnect and I just want to utilize my 
iPhone. Do you have any products for my truck?



MichaelC 11 months ago
Reply

Hi there- I would love to purchase a dock off of you for a 2016 GTI- are there anymore 
in production? Thank you so much and best regards
Michael

Danny Larsen 11 months ago

I am currently printing a new batch. More stock should be available in a week or so.
Thanks Michael,
Danny

MichaelC 11 months ago
Reply

Hi there- I would love to purchase a dock off of you for a 2016 GTI- are there anymore 
in production? Thank you so much and best regards
Michael

Anonymous 12 months ago
Reply

I know this hasn't been made for 2018 vw tiguan, but do you think the current model 



would fit cleanly in the tiguan? Im willing to purchase and make do, even if it wasnt 
specifically designed for it. 

Danny Larsen 12 months ago

Hi. Thanks is for the question. I’m sure it wouldn’t fit cleanly without extensive 
modification. That may or may not be possible but I have never done this. 
Danny

Anonymous 12 months ago
Reply

Please hurry and make more - there are wireless docking ones available now on USP 
Motor Sports and I don't wanna have to buy it!

Anonymous 12 months ago
Reply

I would like to purchase.  When will you have more in stock for Left Hand Drive w/
lightning adapter-iPhone 8+?

Danny Larsen 12 months ago

Should be this weekend sometime. I'm currently making another batch.



Thanks,
Danny

Glen Gnadinger 12 months ago
Reply

If you have a MK7 Golf, this is the first mod you need to do. I have loved my D-Dock 
since day 1 and can't imagine driving without it. It simply makes the driving experience 
easier and cleaner - no more fumbling with cords! While some may see it as pricey, the 
product is VERY well designed and built. Additionally, my cord somehow became 
defective after several months of use. However, I reached out to Danny who quickly 
took care of me and got my D-Dock back to working 100%. Danny is an exceptional 
individual and is not out to scam people. He will take care of you and stand by his 
product. 

I recommend this product 100%. 

Todd 12 months ago
Reply

Can you close the lid with a phone docked?

Danny Larsen 12 months ago

Generally, don't plan on it but there's more information on this in the FAQ section on the 
"DETAILS" page.

Danny



thatoneguy45 about a year ago
Reply

Any idea when the USB C ones will be back in stock? I hesitated late last month and 

now they're all gone 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

I put a couple more into inventory so you should be all set now.

Thanks, Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

I've had mine for a couple months now, and the product is top notch, and a fantastic 
accessory for the MK7.  I'm impressed.

Mehdi about a year ago
Reply



Magnifique très bonne idée surtout pour la golf7 comment faire pour l'acheté merci

ra1n about a year ago
Reply

I guess this wouldn't work with an MK7 GTI 2014 which has a MDI Input instead of a 
USB?

Danny Larsen about a year ago

I've had a couple customers buy a USB to MDI adapter for charging their phones but to 
be clear, it will not allow your radio head-unit to operate with the AppConnect system 
(CarPlay/AndroidAuto).
Danny

Steve about a year ago
Reply

Got mine 2 weeks ago for my wife's 2018 alltrack it was nicely made... so easy to install 
my wife actually installed it... looks factory works dear she loves it ...vw should buy the 
rights from you 5 stars



Danny Larsen about a year ago

So glad to hear!!! Thanks for the feedback.
Danny

mirceaneg about a year ago
Reply

Would this work for a 2018 Skoda Octavia (technically a Golf mk7) any experiences? 
This is exactly what I'm looking for.

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Sorry, but I'm pretty sure that even though it is built off of the same vehicle platform, the 
interior of the Octavia is still a different design meaning the D-Dock would not fit. 
Thanks for checking.  Danny

C - Block about a year ago
Reply

Dan  I currently have one of these and they are AWESOME people!   Would you by 
chance sell me the USB C adapter part by itself?  the new phone has one   Thanks in 
advance  email me at zepharus@msn.com

Danny Larsen about a year ago

I sent you an email with details but haven't heard back. Please check your junk mail 
folder - it may have landed there.  Thanks, Danny



Samuel Gerville about a year ago
Reply

Would this work on the mk7. 5 golf R? 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Yep. You will be fine. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

I have a 2018 golf alltrack  will this work and if so I have a galaxy 8 plus what cable do I 
order thanks

Danny Larsen about a year ago

The D-Dock should work fine. Not sure about the connection cable but you should find it 
quite easily by looking at the Tech specs for your model phone. It would be either the 
USB-Micro or the USB-C. The Lightning cables are used only with Apple iPhones.   
Regards, Danny

Andreas about a year ago



Reply

Does this fit in the new Polo? And is there a problem with the dock being a wireless 
charger? No idea why VW has no wireless CarPlay, this way it just makes zero sense.. I 
can either charge the phone wireless and connect via Bluetooth or charge via cable and 
use CarPlay, but then I can’t place the phone in the dock because it causes errors 
charging the phone wireless and via cable at the same time. 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Sorry, but the dock is only for the MK7 Golf. Agree with your thoughts on VW and 
Wireless CarPlay. To my knowledge though, Apple is the one that is limiting the OEMs 
by rolling it out with their vehicles. VW wanted to introduce it at CES a couple years ago 
but was told not to by Apple. It should be introduced in the next gen vehicles by VW I 
believe.
Regards, Danny

andrew mahlman about a year ago
Reply

Any news on making some docks for other cars?  Just got a 2018 tiguan and would love 
this.   If you need any help with measurements let me know, I would be happy to help.   

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Sorry, I wish I could find h the time to develop some other models but have not found 
the time to do so. Thanks for the offer to help with dimensions but I actually need the 
actual physical bin to develop the exact fit.



Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Can I use this product for VW Arteon?

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Sorry, it only works in the MK7 Golfs.

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Somebody interested in a lightning version in Germany?

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Would LOVE this for my 2017 Jetta.



Danny Larsen about a year ago

Thanks for the input!

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hi Danny. I live in Mexico, What would be your shipping method? Do you have left-hand 
type C in stock? Thanks

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hi. Yes, I do have the USB-C in stock now. I ship using USPS. Good weekend!
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hi Danny,
Any thoughts on making these for Mk6 Golfs?

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Probably not since they are not equipped with the AppConnect system. Sorry!



Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

2018 Golf R w/o wireless charging.  Looks like your with aux jack.  Should work?  Also, 
can you get more than one cable type or can you use with any existing cable?  I have 
both iphone and usb-c android.  Thanks.

Danny Larsen about a year ago

The dock should fit your vehicle fine. The dock only works with specific cables. You 
would order with one type of cable but the other cables I use are all listed with their 
Amazon numbers in the FAQs on the "DETAILS" page so you could just order direct 
from them. If you do order, just put a short note on your order of your situation and I can 
follow up with more details per email.
Thanks,
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

I have a U.S.A  MK7.5 2018 golf gti SE manual.  would the mk7 dock work for it?  
Thanks in advance

Danny Larsen about a year ago



Hi! Yep, should work fine with that set-up.

Thanks for the question,
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Would like to have this for the VW T-ROC

Danny Larsen about a year ago

That's a car I'd like to see sold here in the States but unfortunately, no plans from VW to 

bring it over here.  

Danny

tcazes about a year ago
Reply

i had one in my gti and loved it. any chance yall could make one for the 2014 corolla? id 
be more than happy to get yall some measurements or whatever yall would need! id 
love to have one with a big slot on the side to also hold my badge for work!



Danny Larsen about a year ago

That's a car I haven't yet considered. I would eventually need the entire bin to 3D scan 
the exact shape. Thanks for the input.
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Seriously simple and great product. 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Thank you! Glad you are enjoying using it!
Danny

WillD about a year ago
Reply

I have a 2017 GTI SE with a Samsung Galaxy S5 in a LifeProof case. Does this dock 
have enough adjustment for the MicroUSB plug cover on this case?I sure would like to 
own one if it will work?TIA, WillD



Danny Larsen about a year ago

Sorry, but because the LifeProof cases have the flap over the port connector, it 
interferes with the plug connection as well as normally making the thickness too much. 
Thanks for the interest though.
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hi, if i change phone can i easily change the USB connection type?

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Yes, it's fairly easy. The different types of cables I use are listed in the FAQs on the 
"DETAILS" page. I include all the connectors you will need if you do need to swap to a 
different type of connection. If you get to that point, just write me an email to "info@d-
docks.com" and I'll set you up with any additional info you might need.
Thanks,
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply



Danny. Thanks for getting my dock order for my new 2018 GTI to me so quickly. I am 
really enjoying using it! Fits and looks great and keeps everything tight and tidy. For 
anyone considering purchasing this, I highly recommended it. VW should license it and 
include it with the car.

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Thanks for the feedback! So glad you are enjoying using it!
Danny

Lucas Enrique about a year ago
Reply

Hi, I need Left Hand Drive and Lightning Adapter, do you have stock? can you ship to 
Argentina?

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hi Lucas. Thanks for your note. Yes, there is currently stock and I ship around the 
world. Just go to the “STORE” page above and chose your version then go through the 
online order process. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous about a year ago



Reply

Hi there, would you be able to shipp it in Czech Republic?

Thank you 

Lukas

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hi Lukas, Thanks for your note! Yes, I ship around the world so no problem. Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hola me interesa su producto para mi Golf VII, para el Samsung Galaxy J5 seria 
posible que me lo mandase a mi domicilio les dejo mi correo electronico un saludo y 
muchas gracias.

inmydreams909@hotmail.es 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hello! Thanks for your interest! You can order by using the online store above. Click the 
link "STORE" above then "Left Hand Drive" for Spain, then choose the adapter type you 
need (I think you need the USB-Micro Adapter for the J5 but please confirm). After that, 
you can go through the online Check-out process.
Thanks,Danny



Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Just picked up my 2018 GTI yesterday and the D-Dock fit like a glove and worked 
perfectly with my iPhone X with case. Even the sales guys at the dealership were 
impressed with how good it fit and looked. Really happy with the purchase.

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hi, I have VW Touran 1.6 TDI Dec. 2015 Seams like it would fit in If so would like to 
order one ,

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hello. Unfortunately, it is a very specific fit for the MK7 Series of VW Golfs and will not 
fit other vehicles (unless there are substantial modifications made). Thanks for your 
interest! Danny



Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

What about golf mk6 gti 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

It is targeted for the vehicles (Golfs) with the AppConnect system (with Apple CarPlay/
AndroidAuto) so there are no plans to build for the MK6 Golfs. Sorry

alfredo about a year ago
Reply

hola,necesito saber si funciona para un golf gti 2018 y iphone X,gracias.

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Yes, the D-Dock should work fine with the 2018 Golfs as long as it doesn't include the 
wireless charging bin as pictured on then order page. It will also work with the iPhone X 
as long as the case isn't an oversized case (too thick). Thanks, Danny



Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Do you have any plans to make one for the mk5 Golf?

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Just received my dock for my 2017 MK7 sport.  Fit and finish is great!  Dock works well 
even without the double sided tape.  I did not use the tape in case I wanted to change 
my phone, and need to take the unit out to re-adjust fittings.   Without the tape the dock 
stays in perfectly and does not move when plugging and unplugging phone (iphone 7).  
Great product!  FYI with iphone 7 the lid can close but i did not want to risk bending the 
lightning port.  Still looks great with lid open.  Thanks Danny!

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Just received my dock for my 2017 MK7 sport.  Fit and finish is great!  Dock works well 
even without the double sided tape.  I did not use the tape in case I wanted to change 
my phone, and need to take the unit out to re-adjust fittings.   Without the tape the dock 
stays in perfectly and does not move when plugging and unplugging phone (iphone 7).  
Great product!  FYI with iphone 7 the lid can close but i did not want to risk bending the 
lightning port.  Still looks great with lid open.  Thanks Danny!

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply



If it fits a golf, will it also fit a Tiguan?

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

If it fits a golf, will it also fit a Tiguan?

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

My 2015 Mk7 has mdi plugs instead of usb (so annoying).  Would you be able to offer a 
price adjustment  to ship without any cables?  I can work out getting an adapter that 
works with the product if so.

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hi. Why don't you drop me a line at "info@d-docks.com" and we'll see if we can work 
something out.
Thanks, Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hello! will these docks work with an iPhone 8 plus in. I also have the phone in the OEM 



apple leather case and was wondering if this combo would work or if I would need to 
remove the phone from the case. 

Thank you! 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Nope. You should be fine on both questions. The only thing is with the longer Plus sizes 
you will have to insert at an angle around the shifter. Lots of folks do it but just wanted 
to let you know.
Regards, Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Anything for 2016-17 Honda Accord Coupe for IPhone lightening/CarPlay dock?

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Sorry! Only the VW Golf. Thanks for the note though!
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply



How can I order one for UK VW mk7 right hand drive

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hi. Thanks for the note! Just go to the “STORE” page above and choose the RHD 
model. Then choose cable type and go through the checkout process. The direct link for 
the Right Hand Drive is:  https://www.d-docks.com/store/p6/
Right_Hand_Drive%C2%A0%C2%A0VW_2016_and_Newer_VW_Golf_MK7_-
_Universal_D-Dock.html

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

I was skeptical about this looking finished/professional but was very pleasantly 
surprised by the fit and finish. It is well conceived: easily accommodates my phone in its 
case and is easy to set up with the included Allen wrench and a screwdriver. The 
connection has been error free over my first week of usage. Best of all, it makes getting 
in and out of the car mush less of a hassle. It also has a second adapter if I change my 
type of phone making it somewhat future proof.

Danny Larsen about a year ago



Thanks so much for the feedback! Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Overall, the product is great and is as described. The materials, of which I was a little 
concerned before purchase, are very sturdy and well put together. It’s a very quick and 
simple install as well. My only issue is that, while it works with an iPhone 7plus and 8 
plus, it doesn’t allow you to close the compartment while in use. Otherwise, it’s perfect. 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Glad it is working well for you. I agree - wish that bin was a bit longer. Even by using the 
the 90 degree connectors on the back, would have been good if VW could have made it 
a couple CMs longer. Thanks!
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hi, does this work with an iPhone X and a RHD Golf 7.5 2018 model?

Thanks,
Michael



Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hi, does this work with an iPhone X and a RHD Golf 7.5 2018 model?

Thanks,
Michael

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Excellent product! Fit and finish are perfect in my 17' GTI and the fit is so good I didn't 
even need to use the tape to keep it firmly in place. I had been using regular USB 
cables to connect my phone but they were either always in the way of the shifter of 
looked messy, this product solved all my problems. The adjustment is also great so that 
when I upgrade cell phones the same mount can be used with very little adjustment, a 
lot of thought clearly went into this product. Shipping was extremely fast and came with 
printed instructions and even a hand written thank you note from Danny. If you have a 
Mk7 VW and use Android Auto or Apple Play this should be the next purchase for your 
car! Thanks Danny! 

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply



will this fit well in a 2017 alltrack? No idea how the bin size compares to the normal 
golf....

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Yep. No problem. The bins are the same.
Thanks for the question,
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Sehr gut ! DANKE

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply



Just found your site and ordered on for my golf R 2017 ..Brilliant product..

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Yep. Saw it come in. Thanks so much! Should be able to still get it in the post today for 
you. Enjoy your 2017 R!
Danny

Anonymous about a year ago
Reply

Hello,

What about the new Tiguan (Allspace) 2018?

Greetings from Germany

André 

Danny Larsen about a year ago

Hi Andre'!

Thanks for the question about the Tiguan - nice car!! Keep checking back to the site 
every once in a while. No promises but I often think about expanding the product line a 
bit from the Golf. Just always difficult to find the time!  



Frohe Weihnachten und einen Guten Rutsch!
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Does it fit in the new 2017 facelift golf? I don’t think there have been huge changes.

Thanks 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hello, there were no changes to the bin area so, yes, it fits fine. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Do you know if your dock works with the Otter Statement case?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago



Hi. Sorry but the dock works well with smaller cases but not the oversized ones such as 
the Otters. More on this topic in the FAQs on the "DETAILS" page. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi ,
I just bought VW Touran 1.6 TDI, I have Applink instaled and it goes with cable 
connection
Can I use your dock for my Touran?
Thanks!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Sorry but it really only fits for the Golfs.  Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

2017 Jetta pleeez!

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi. Do you ship to Europe? Would like dimensions of this item to see if I can make it fit. 



Great product. Nothing else like this on the market

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, thanks for the note the dimensions of the dock are 4 7/8 inches wide and 6 inches 
deep. Keep in mind though that the fit is very specific for the VW MK7 series of VW 
Golfs and that it wouldn't fit (well) in other vehicles. Thanks again, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi Danny,Would this dock work for a new Atlas. From the pictures it looks like yes but I 
wanted to make sure.Thanks.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the question. As it is a very specific fit for the Golf, it wouldn't fit well in 
the new Atlas. This is a model that I would consider developing for (if I find the time) so 
thanks for the request.  Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

2014 Audi S4 (B8.5) with manual transmission for a iPhone 6s



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Sorry! Current Dock only works with Golf but thanks so much for the note to know what 
 you're looking for!!   Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I am looking for a goose neck mount for the 2015 VW Golf Sportwagen TDI - just 
bought one new since the courts in the USA have allowed them to be sold.  I am trying 
to get the phone near the infotainment center but have it adjustable with a cord that is 
not flopping around.  the 2015 model does NOT have carplay... so I need to be able to 
read the screen well.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Yea, it's a bummer that the 2015 models did not yet come with it. I decided to wait it out 
until the 2016s came out but it was a hard wait!! Good luck finding what you need for 
your setup!  Kind regards,  Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply



Really awesome product.  My wife would like one for her '17 Explorer!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks for the rating!!!   Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi,

Got it, thank you!  Works great. Any tips for seating it forward as much as possible so 
that I can close the door with my Iphone 7? I have a very  slim case on it. 

Greg 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi!  Please see the FAQ on the "DETAILS" page "Will I be able to close my bin door 
with my phone inside". With my iPhone 7, even with a thin case it doesn't close but with 
out it will JUST fit and have the door close.  Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply



Hi,
Does it work with the Seat Leon FL (2017) ?
I am intensively searching for a dock or soneone who would create / 3D print one.
And do you ship to germany ?

Regards, 
Jeffrey

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, Thanks for the question. Yes, to shipping to Germany. About half of all D-Docks are 
sold outside of the US. However, the D-Dock has a very specific fit for the VW Golf MK7 
Series so it wouldn't fit in the Leon. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I was just wondering if the door can close over this dock when there's no phone in it? 
Not that it's a big deal but it would be a nice feature to have. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, Generally, don't plan on it but there is more about this topic in the FAQ section on 
the "DETAILS" page.  Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago



Reply

Hi Danny I received my Phone Dock today and fitted into New 2018 VW Golf R 7.5 
Wagon Wolfsburg Edition. (RHD) I am so impressed with the Phone Dock I thought I 
take the time to give you a little feedback. The Phone Dock fits in my new VW Golf 
compartment perfectly. It charges my Samsung Galaxy S8 mobile phone much quicker 
than the wireless charger, The Phone works perfectly in the Phone Dock cradle with my 
Leather Flip Wallet Case Cover on. It also keeps my phone stable when connected… 
(and not move around like with my wireless charger disconnecting all the time.) I also 
like the idea Right Angle USB makes it look very professional and neat in appearance. 
The quality of the Phone Dock is Excellent. ............ Thanks again for my Phone Dock. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

So happy it is working well for you!! Thanks for the note! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

It just works. Simple as that. 
Fits perfectly in my new VW Golf 7.5 with my iPhone 8. Can even still close the 



compartment (no case on my phone). 

Very Happy. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thank you! Enjoy your new 7.5!!

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Rarely leave feedback, but felt compelled to in this case. Kudos to Danny for designing 
such an awesome device! I hesitated in buying, thought it was pricey, but as others 
have stated, it is worth it. It’s a smart design (even the instructions are designed well!), 
packaged nicely and rounded off with great customer service. I have no problems 
getting my iPhone 7 Plus in and out with the DSG transmission. It’s designed so well 
and fits perfectly that I decided not  to use the tape to secure it, just in case I get a new 
phone or case it will make it easier to make any necessary adjustments. Thanks again! - 
Craig

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Craig, thanks so much for taking the time to give your feedback - very appreciated! Very 
happy that it is working well for you!  Kind regards, Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

WOULD THERE BE ENOUGH ROOM TO DOCK AND UNDOCK AN IPHONE 8PLUS 
IN A DSG IN PARK MODE.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

With the bigger phones, it does get a little tight although many folks do it. It kind of has 
to go in at an angle.  Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi do you do a dock for the new Tiguan and do you ship to the UK?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

No Tiguan model as of now. Sorry, just the Golf (but that model I do ship to the UK).

Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Just got my dock yesterday, it was easy to install and it works well. It is a little on the 
expensive side considering the current CAD conversion, but I understand all the 
materials, labor and R&D that went into making this niche product, so it is to be 
expected for such low volume items. All in all, I do recommend this to anyone on the 
fence about pulling the trigger. Keep up the good work!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks so much for the fair feedback! Really appreciated! You hit the nail on the head - 
volumes would never be justified for volume production tooling but trying to get a decent 
product takes a lot of time to make each one. The nicest thing is I get to meet a lot of 
cool Golf lovers around the world!  ;-)  Thanks again! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi Danny, does the the MK7 d-dock fit in the new 2017 golf, specifically the GTE?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, Thanks for the question! Yes, it should fit fine. Also, the new facelift version as well. 
Regards, Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

 GTI cover won't close. If you pull the phone out to check email, it disconnects from 
CarPlay - so if you're using the Maps directions, it disappears from the car's screen. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, thanks for the note. Yes, as one would expect, CarPlay will disconnect if it is 
removed/disconnected from the dock connection. CarPlay was devised as a system 
with the intention to make only certain functions that are deemed less distractive to the 

driver available (checking email is not one of those functions)   .
And yes, you are correct about the bin cover not being able to close. In a small amount 
of conditions, it MAY be possible - but normally not. This is the reason on the product 
order page, I encourage anyone who is interested in buying the D-Dock to look through 
the FAQs on the "DETAILS" page to understand this as well as other details about the 
product. Please refer to the FAQ "WILL I BE ABLE TO CLOSE MY BIN DOOR WITH 
MY PHONE INSIDE?" for more information on the bin door.
Thanks, Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I would love to have one for my 2016 Jetta GLI. I keep checking in on this site. Thanks 
and take care. 

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Will this fit a North American 2015 GTI? I imagine the dimensions of the cubby are the 
same. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Cool idea with the retrofit. Physically should fit with no problems.
Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago

Disregard. I searched previous comments. I'm installing an aftermarket stereo and 
throwing that MDI port in the garbage lol.

Anonymous 2 years ago



Reply

Tiggy, Tiggy, Tiggy... oi, oi, oi!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks, thanks, thanks!!!

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

How about one for the mk6 Jetta? High volume car in the US. 

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi Danny, my new Tiguan is now  arrived. Please, Build a iPhone-Dock for it.
Thanks!

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi, i'm french and i have GOLF 7 - 12.2013. This dock is it compatible with my GOLF ? 
What is price for french delivery ? Thanks



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, thanks for the note. As long as it's a Golf 7, it should physically fit in the forward bin. 
The problem is that the earlier Golfs did not have the USB port in the bins for the 
connection with the phones, but rather the VW MDI connector. I do not offer a cable that 
is compatible with this type of port (the MDI). I know there are adapters that convert a 
USB cable to the MDI type of connection but I have not tested these. You can find that 
kind of thing at the link in the next post below.

Maybe this works but it would not allow using the AppConnect system unless your Golf 
Radio head unit includes that system already. 
Delivery to Europe is $22 USD for First Class mail via USPS.
Hope this helps answer your questions. Thanks, Danny

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Here is the link: https://www.walmart.com/ip/HQRP-MDI-MMI-USB-Cable-Adapter-VW-
Volkswagen-CC-2012-Golf-R-MK6-Golf-Sportwagen-MK6-2012-2013-Audio-MP3-
Music-Interface-Adapter-HQRP-Coaster/199445186?
wmlspartner=wlpa&selectedSellerId=1646&adid=22222222227057879626&wmlspartne
r=wmtlabs&wl0=&wl1=g&wl2=c&wl3=161650035070&wl4=pla-268466556853&wl5=901
7487&wl6=&wl7=&wl8=&wl9=pla&wl10=113134647&wl11=online&wl12=199445186&wl
13=&veh=sem

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I need a 2017 Passat dock!!! 



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks for the feedback! Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Does the cable insert only work with the cables you've listed in the FAQ section?

Anonymous 2 years ago

Second!!!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi! There may be others that fit but they are the only ones I've developed the size of the 
adapter piece for so I know they work. Hopefully this helps.
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply



Hi Danny.

  I purchased a dock for my micro usb and it's been great.  I recently upgraded to a 
Samsung Galaxy S8+ that uses usb-c. Is it possible to get the piece in the back of the 
dock separate for a usb-c cable? 

Thanks,  
~ Doug 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Are you sure you don't have the piece still. It is shipped with the dock for just such 
occasions. If not, just email me at info@d-docks.com and we'll get it worked out for you.
Thanks,
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Any word on dock for 2016 VW Beetle? 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi! Thanks so much for your interest. I am still trying to find time to develop another 
model this summer but need to choose which model I would shoot for. As soon as 



things progress, I will update here and via FaceBook!
Kind regards,
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Excellent (and very elegant) solution to the problem of situating your phone in the latest 
MK7 GTIs. I'd owned a new 2017 GTI S for a little over a week when I accidentally 
stumbled upon the D-Dock website, and within a couple hours of first reading about the 
dock, I'd ordered one for myself. 

I was not disappointed once I had it in my grubby little paws. The fit and finish is 
impeccable, especially when you consider that these are still being individually-
produced with a 3D printer. And once it's installed, you can't even tell that it didn't come 
from the factory. It really is amazing, and the phone slides in (and out) with absolutely 
no effort; it really does fit like a glove if you make the effort to fine-tune the adjustment. 

In my honest opinion, this is hands-down the best non-performance accessory available 
for the MK7 GTI, and it is worth every penny. Here's hoping you'll get to grow the 
business and expand the product line in the ...

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Bryan,
Thanks so much for the kind words! So happy it is working well for you.
Best regards,
Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I have an I phone 6 do I order with the usb-c adapter

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

For the iPhone models, you would need to order the D-Dock with the Lightning cable. 
Thanks for the question!
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi , will this docking station fit the new golf gti mk7.5 . If so do you ship to the UK. 
Many Thanks 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the question! Yep, I've had quite a few sold for the 7.5 Face-lifted model 
so far - it's a good looker!! And yes, I sell quite a few to our Right Handed Drive brethren 
in the UK so no issue there. Please let me know if any additional questions. Regards,
Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Great Product! I bought a lightning version, but just switched to an S8 (USB-C). What 
do I need to do?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

You can use the same insert. Just press the Lightning cable out and press the USB-C 
cable in. Just be careful not to crack the plastic adapter at the neck (the part that the set 
screw contacts. You will need to buy the C cable though. The exact cables I use are 
listed in the FAQ section on the details page of the website. You can buy them off of 
Amazon. Hopefully this helps. Thanks,Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi , just bought a new 2016 VW Golf Hatch. Interested in your RHD Dock to couple with 
an Apple iPhone 7. I will need a lightning cable with it but will update the phone when 
the new one arrives later in the year. My question is - can you supply a different 
connector if Apple changes the phone to USB-C ?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Good question. If apple is changing the connector, that would definitely be the goal 



and I am assuming I will be able to find a solution. As I have no idea of the specs of 
what that might be, it is impossible to say for sure if I will be able to work something out. 
Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Wow about 2017 Passat r line

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks for the vote on the Passat. Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi!   Another vote for the Tiguan - 2016 R line here.  Question:  that compartment in. 
The Golf sure looks a lot like the one in my tig.....maybe they are the same?
I have IPhone 7 with case....you think it would work?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the note (and vote for the Tiguan). Unfortunately, the current D-Dock for 
the Golf has a very specific fit for the Golf and will not really fit in an integrated way into 
the Tiguan. I tested this already at my local dealer. There has been a lot of responses 
for developing for the Tiguan so that could be under consideration. 



Thanks again for the note!
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Are there still plans to make a dock for the new jetta. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi! Thanks for the question. I am hoping this summer I will find sometime to develop a 
new model but not exactly sure yet if I do, which vehicle it will be. I will be updating here 
as/if I do progress on a second model. Thanks again, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I need a new micro USB INSERT as I was apple and now gone back to android. Can 
you sell me an android insert alone?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Please contact me at danny.larsen@d-docks.com and we will work something out. 
Thanks, Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Does the same dock fit an iPhone 7 and 7plus without adjustment?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

No, it would have to be adjusted for the specific phone. It may be possible to adjust the 
width to the + size then have some "slop" on the fit for the non + size. The height 
adjustment may be trickier if they are using different cases, etc.  Hope this helps, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Another request for New Tiguan please Danny!

Anonymous 2 years ago

LHD, too.



Anonymous 2 years ago

RHD if that helps :)

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Are you selling in the uk?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the question! Yes, D-Docks are delivered around the world. Shipping to 
the UK is $22USD First Class Mail via USPS.   Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I need a new USB insert for left hand drive d-ock  as I'm going back to Android and my 
android insert broke . Can you sell me just that piece?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago



Hi. Please write me a note at: danny.larsen@d-docks.com and we can figure out  way 
to get you one. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

For golf mk6?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Sorry. As the MK6s are not equipped with the AppConnect system, there would not be a 
huge market for this vehicle. Thanks for the inquiry though! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi danny, will this fit an iphone 7plus in a RHD Golf R (taking delivery in 6/52)  
cheersJohn (in scotland)

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi John, thanks for the note. It does fit the + size models. The main reason it wouldn't fit 
would be due to the type of phone case. More details on this topic can be found in the 
FAQ section on the "DETAILS" page under the headline (Will this work with my phone 
and case".



Hopefully this helps,
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Do you sell the more "basic" non adjustable dock? 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

I have one of the previous non-adjustable models left. It does only fit the iPhone 6&7 
without case. If you think this would work for you, please email me at info@d-docks.com 
     Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Will be purchasing a New VW MK7 GTI very soon. This is the first thing I will be buying 
as an accessory. I've bookmarked this page and I hope to make my purchase very 

soon 



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Can only recommend buying the GTI - it's such a great car. I'm going on a year and a 
half with mine and never regretted it. Thanks for the note! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi, I have a 2015 golf with the older style media cable, does your do-day work with that?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Sorry but it is not working with the MDI cable interface. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hey Danny. Great Product!  It's exactly what i'm looking for.

I just got into my Brandy new 2017 Alltrack SE Manual and wondering if you have 
anything set up for that yet?

Thanks,

MB



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, thanks for the question. Yes, it should work fine> I have had other customers with 
Alltracks and it has worked fine for them. Regards,
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

do you have iphone 7 dock for left hand drive 2011 golf 6 ? and all so iphone 7 dock for 
right hand drive 2011 passat?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

The other responder is correct. So far only the product for the MK7 Series Golf. Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago

No he does not. He only makes ONE product left or right hand docks for Golk Mk7. And 
the dock fits all phones. 

Anonymous 2 years ago



Reply

Great idea.  I've been wanting to do this for a while.  

A few suggestions:  Slim down the depth in the back so more phones can fit in the bin 
door.  Make a version (or cap) that hides the USB connector and sits flush on the RH 
side of the bin.  Sell the CAD - it wont be long until someone else steals the idea and 
makes it better.

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Any chance of having a dock for a Porsche 997.1?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

A pretty small market so probably a ways down on the list. Thanks for the question 
though!  Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

My 2009 Porsche Cayenne (now fitted with the Sony Carplay system)?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago



Nice addition to the Porsche! A one off though probably wouldn't justify the development 
of a new dock though. Sorry!  Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I 've ordered a Tiguan last week. Danny, please i need a iPhone-Dock for my new car.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

I've had a lot of requests for the Tiguan so stay tuned - could be the next one on the 
product list. Thanks for the comment. Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I would be interested in a dock to replace the ashtray in a 2014 Audi Q5.  Any chance?



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

For Wv scirocco? 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Sorry, but that would probably be more difficult for me to develop as a potential new 
model as this model is not sold in the US and would be more difficult for me to source 
the console parts to develop. I also have more requests currently for Tiguan and 
Passat. Probably not what you wanted to hear but I did want to respond to your 
question. Kind regards,
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I have a Jetta se 2017 was wondering if this fits that model and year?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Sorry but the MK7 D-Dock has a very custom fit for that vehicle so it wouldn't fit into the 
Jetta. Thanks for the question though!  Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Just received mine today and had it installed in minutes.  What an amazing product!! 
 Very cleverly engineered, very functional and one of the best car related accessories 
I've ever purchased.  It makes plugging my iPhone into my car seamless and it is 
completely hidden.  This is something VW should have offered from the factory as an 
option... except they wouldn't have done as good of a job.  Hugely impressed with the 
product and Danny's service... this is a great value and something EVERYONE should 

have!! 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks so much for the very kind note!! Appreciate it so much!! Kind regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Could I install it in a 2014 german Golf TSI MK7?



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

It should fit in there fine but to my knowledge, VW wasn't offering the Golfs yet with the 
USB port - only the MDI connector. I only have cables that work with the USB connector 
in the vehicle that are used with the AppConnect system - CarPlay, Android Auto, and 
Mirror Link. Hopefully this helps answer your question. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Very very very great idea !!! Thank Danny

! !

 Is perfect in my car

🔝

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Please make one for Tiguan!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks for the request - seems to be a popular request! Will definitely consider for next 
model.  Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago

Yes please. I'am also waiting for.

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

per VW Golf 7 c'è ?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

As long as it is a MK7 model with the USB port (not the MDI connector) you should be 
good.  Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

How much for a D-Dock for a Samsung Galaxy S5 to fit a RHD VW Golf MkVII estate 
and postage to the UK?



Anonymous 2 years ago

There is no Import duty to pay into the UK as it is valued at under £135. There is VAT 
(sales tax) to pay of 20%

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hello. Thanks for the note! I believe the Galaxy uses the USB-Micro connection so the 
dock would be $84.38 USD. First Class shipping to the U.K. is $22 USD. Keep in mind 
that UK government may require customs as well. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Pefect.
Michael, Sweden



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Fantastic product, great fit even without using the tape. Super quick install.  Quick 
delivery from the point of order, Danny  I especially loved the York Peppermint nt 

pattie  , nice touch. 

Thanks,
Nick 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks so much for the kind words Nick. Really appreciate it! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply



Word to the wise: NO NEED to use the tape. Sits securely without it. Also, I have a 
lightning port, so I taped the extra usb piece into the side of the dock and re-taped the 
allen wrench to the bottom of the dock (same as it comes packaged) so can't lose 
anything. Works perfectly and I can rest safe and sound knowing I can switch to usb 

any time and I know where all the components are. Thanks again Danny!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Good tips! Thanks so much! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Received my d-dock in the UK today just over a week after ordering. Fantastic design 
and function. Easy to install and adjust for my Galaxy S6.  This has solved the only 
annoyance I had with my Golf R. The car now feels complete. Many thanks to Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago



Hi - Did you have to pay VAT on it??

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks for the kind words! Glad it is working well for you! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

So these will not fit on a 2015 MK7 GTI? Say it ain't so.... 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi! The D-Dock should fit well into the cubby but the connection cables I use are with 
the USB connector type for inside the bin (not the VW MDI connector). VW came out 
with the USB connector in the bin at the same time they introduced the AppConnect 
system which allows the use of Android Auto, CarPlay and Mirror Link which I think was 
first for the 2016 models globally. This is the reason I list it as being for 2016 models. 
Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

i currently have an iphone 5S and will be upgrading to iphone 8 (or whatever they call it 



on release)....is the D-Dock easy to remove when you need to adjust the width/height of 
the rear lightning connector

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

It can be. I would in that case just not use the tape on the side and it will remove easily. 
Many people have opted not to use the tape provided as they find the fit secure enough 
on its own. Let me know if any more questions. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Thanks, Danny. I'm wondering what's on the other side too...I guess I'll find out...lol I'm 
actually thinking about buying another cubby and playing around with the fit, etc.

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Will this unit fit an iphone 7plus? I'm thinking of cutting out the back of the cubby 
and pushing this back far enough to allow me to close the door with my Iphone &plus 
docked.Thoughts?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. It will fit the 7plus but the bin door will not close - just too long. The iPhone 6 & 7 



 (non-plus) will maybe juuuust fit without using a case. The 90 degree plug connector is 
touching the wall of the bin though in order to close the door. In terms of modifying the 
bin by cutting it you would be in unchartered waters there as I personally have no idea 
what is on the other side of that plastic wall (HVAC, Electrical, ???). Also keep in mind 
that the D-Dock has a very specific shape to adapt to the position so it rests in a certain 
position not with the idea that it slides around into different positions. I suppose anything 
could be possible with enough effort but it is designed with the fact in mind that most 
people would not be willing to start cutting into their vehicles. Probably not the info you 
were hoping to hear but I'd rather be honest than mislead.  Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Can I make one of these work on my 2015 GTI ?

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

intersted in one for a 2016 Passat V6 SEL premium, any thoughts?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the note! Definitely a good option for the second product. Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago



Reply

Grea idea i would really buy it

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

hi great idea, any plans to produce something for the 2016 polo GTI?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks so much for the note. I am hoping at some point to expand D-Docks into 
another vehicle or two but haven't yet at this point. Still deciding which vehicles to target 
so your note helps. Thanks again! Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply



Just fitted the right hand drive dock. Fits perfectly. Really happy with it, such a good 
solution. Keeps the car nice and tidy. Couldn't recommend this more. 

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thank you all for the feedback and comments! So nice you all took the time to do this! 
 Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Danny is the best! Everything as advertised. Perfect fit.

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

great product and delivered very quickly!! 



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Fits like a glove and works very well. This so much better than fiddling/tucking away a 
cable into the cubby. Definitely recommend this for any M7 owner.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks so much for the note! So glad you are enjoying it!!

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hey Guys I got a question. If I've got a Samsung S7 which one do I have to order? The 
usb-c or the usb-micro? Thanks for yor help 



Anonymous 2 years ago

Hey Danny, thanks for your answer ;-)

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hello. Thanks for your question. I am a long time iPhone user but to my knowledge, 
Samsung (as well as their S7) uses the USB-Micro connection standard for their 
phones. Not the new reversible USB-C type of cable. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Received my dock for my Golf 7R today. Very easy installation. My Nexus 6P with case 
connects in with barely any effort. The dock itself fits well in the compartment.

Highly, highly recommended for Golf 7 owners who want a clean installation and setup 
for their phones when using Android Auto or Apple CarPlay. 

Hopefully this product can trickle down to other VWs in the future.



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Hi 
Where can I get one of these? I have a 2017 right hand drive golf dsg!

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi! Just go to the Store button above and click on the correct product - Left Hand Drive 
or Right Hand Drive. If out of stock, just use the "email" link and I will send you an email 
as soon as I have posted additional units of the version you are looking for. Thanks, 
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I am really interested in a dock for Passat SE 2016 and Google Pixel. Danny, please 

keep it in mind.   Thanks!



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Thanks so much for the note. I am hoping to still get to some other VW vehicles - the 
MK7 Golfs/GTI's have been keeping me quite busy getting all of those made. Perhaps 
this spring I will be able to expand into a different model so your votes definitely count! 
Thanks again!
Danny

Kelvin Mims 2 years ago
Reply

Received my d-dock and would like to flip the micro-USB over so my phone faces 
upwards. Do you have a video that shows how that connector comes apart and goes 
back together? I tied but do not want to break it any way so figured I'd ask.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi Kelvin. Glad to hear it came in fine! Sorry, no video but I think I can explain. It is a 
press fit in the adapter piece so it will push out but takes a bit of force so that it will 
hopefully not slip out of position when docking the phone. If you push on the metal end 
of the USB connector with a blunt object such as a wooden kitchen spoon or rubber end 
of a screwdriver or something while slid into the upper portion of the dock, it should 
back out so you can reverse it. It is best if you support the backside of the adapter piece 
with your thumb as you push to reduce any chance of the dock breaking. As mentioned 
in the FAQ section, if the cable ever starts to slip, a couple drops of acetone should help 
fix it. This is not an issue with the USB-C or Lightning cables as they are longer and hit 
the back side of the bin, should they slip in the friction fit. Hopefully this helps. Please let 
me know if any other questions. Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago



Reply

Doh!  So, apparently I have what is considered the 'previous generation' of connector in 
my car; the MDI.  I have looked to see if there are MDI to USB adapters and I am going 
to see if I can still get your dock to work.  If in fact, I am unable to find anything that will 
allow me to use the dock and have it actually plugged in, can I return it?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi Brian, Thanks for the note and so happy you got it to work with the MDI connector! 
Great ingenuity!! Thanks for sharing your solution in case it helps anyone else.
Kind regards,
Danny

Brian Elsesser 2 years ago

Mr. Larson;
Turns out the adapter worked out perfectly!  http://www.ebay.com/itm/331879414382
Since I do not have the same media system that this D-dock was made for (2016+), the 
only functionality I would have EVERY had was for it to charge.  I also have BT 
(obviously) but to me the BEST PART was that I can now put my phone AWAY and 
have it still charge.  It's easy to use (I just push it in and close the cover) instead of 
using the clumbsy USB in the storage area or the ugly USB+ cup holder (which is what I 
was using BUT I WANTED IT BACK!)....
So, overall, just wanted to let you know you have a satisfied customer.  Thanks for 
using your imagination and building this for yourself and also allowing other people that 
are looking for alternatives to partake in it also!
Brian



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Certainly. Yep, it's for the new models with the USB (not MDI). If you decide to return, 
just send me an email to info@d-docks.com    Thanks,
Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Tengo una vw transporter t6 quería saber si lo puedo adaptar.  mi teléfono es un 
Samsung s6 

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

I was wondering if you are able to close the storage compartment lid with phone hooked 
into docking station?

Anonymous 2 years ago

The sort answer to your question is no, it cannot be closed. My friend has a 2016 Golf R 
with this cradle in it. Although the storage compartment cannot be closed while the 
phone is docked, the lack of a cord and the factory like look is more then worth it. 



Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the question! This is no simple answer. Please check out the FAQs on 
this topic on the "DETAILS" page for info on this topic. If still questions after that, please 
let me know. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Danny - just received my D-Dock today but had to leave for the holidays so won't be 
able to install until later.  However, quick ship, well packaged, looks great and can't wait 
to install and use.  Thanks for the patty!
Jim

Anonymous 2 years ago

Danny - the install was easy and it works well.  Great product!  

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi Jim, Glad it came in fine. Thanks so much for the note and hope your install goes 
fine. Let me know if any questions. Have a great holidays!! Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Nice Job!  - Do you offer a version for the new Tiguan?

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the note! At this point no. But the Tiguan keeps coming up so at some 
point I may be looking at that.  Thanks again, Danny

Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Any idea if the Google pixel XL will allow clearance for the door to shut? Thanks for your 
time

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Hi, with the iPhone 6, it is generally possible to just close the door without a case. The 
length dimension of that phone is 138mm. Again, this would be the maximum length. 
There is more on this in the FAQs on the details page. Thanks, Danny



Anonymous 2 years ago
Reply

Picking up a VW SEL All-Trak in a few days and am interested in the dock for my 
iphone6.

Danny Larsen 2 years ago

Great. I am normally posting new inventory on the weekends. If you would like to 
receive an email right when stock is updated, you can sign up for stock updates for the 
product you want from the product page in the "Store" of the site. 

Congratulations on your new car also!

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I have a usb type c phone with a charging port that is off center. Will it still work with this 
product?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the question! As most phones are constructed with the port in the center, 
that's mainly how the D-Dock is set up. That said, if your port is not too far off to the 
side, there is some allowance for it not to be directly in the center. If you measure from 



the very side of your phone (or case on your phone) to the center of your port and it is 
less than 43mm, it should fit alright. If it is greater than that, it will not fit properly. Hope 
this helps. Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi Danny, nicely done, would this work for a 2016 Jetta tsi / iPhone 6s?

Cheers,
Marius

Anonymous 3 years ago

Hi Marius, even though the basic concept would adapt quite well, the fit for this one is 
very specific for the new Golf series. This spring I am looking at expanding the product 
line to another model or two. I am considering having the Jetta be one of those. Stay 
tuned. Many thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

OMG I finally got one!!!  So Excited to get 



Anonymous 3 years ago

Thought I've found a forum without half-wit. My fault - opposite proven

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I have a 2015 US Golf R.  VW wasn't kind enough to give us USB, so I'm stuck with MDI 
cable.  Will it work with the MDI to Lightning cable?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

I use some specific cables that are 90 degree angled and have a designed fit to the 
dock so I would presume that the cable you are referring to would probably not fit. 
Thanks for question, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Will it fit in the new US Alltrack? 



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yep. It will.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

just ordered the D-Dock for my 2016 mk 7 golf and now wondering if the coonection I 
have ordered USB-c is the correct fitting for my iphone5

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hi. Just write me an email to: info@d-docks.com and we can sort out.
Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Does it work with android phones?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago



Generally speaking, yes it does. You can see the FAQ section for more details on 
compatibility with various phones and cases. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Any dock for a 2016 Passat SE?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for your request but not yet. I may look at expanding the product line-up this 
spring to some other vehicles so your request is noted as I've had several folks looking 
for a Passat solution. Thanks again, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Nicely done Danny! Thanks for this great addition to my Golf R. Works great!

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for the note!!! I'm so glad you're happy with your D-Dock. Have fun with your 
"R"!!  Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Doesn't the gear stick in an automatic make it difficult to get the phone in?

Anonymous 3 years ago

Ok thanks

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yep, with the DSG (Automatic) shift it's a little bit of a having to go around when in Park. 
I have a Manual shift and always used to put it in reverse gear when parking the car, 
now I park it in second and it gives plenty of clearance to get the phone in.

Anonymous 3 years ago

With bigger phones (iPhone 6+) you have to enter it on an angle when in park but it is 
manageable.



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi Danny
I just ordered one of your docks from Australia. I'm sure you have it worked out but just 
confirming the USB socket in my new golf is on the left hand side. Is that how you see 
it. 
Thanks Stephen. 

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yep. The RHD version is an exact mirror of the LHD so the USB is on the left side. 
Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I bought a dock recently, my phone (android) got wrecked my replacement phone is 

apple, can I please buy a plug in lightning cord only for my awesome dock?



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Oh no! Sorry to hear about your phone! You should have the extra adapter for the cable 
since I include the other type in every D-Dock. As for the each one of the cables, they 
are readily available for purchase on Amazon (or other places online). You can find the 
information in the FAQ section on the "DETAILS" page. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi, I have just bought a 16 plate tdi golf hatchback. I did have a 63 plate estate Passat 
which my iPod classic played perfect with the lead that it came with and I could work it 
with the steering wheel. However I can't work anything on my new golf, there is only a 
USB port and Aux port but none of these work through the steering wheel ....pretty 
dangerous to go through playlists etc when you can't work it through steering wheel. 
Can anyone help me please???? 

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Since you have a 2016 model, it should have the AppConnect system that allows use of 
CarPlay & Android Auto but I'm guessing that it will not operate the iPods. Maybe there 
are after-market solutions available??

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Me gustaría saber si este producto, se puede adaptar a todos los teléfonos móviles, es 



decir por ejemplo a un LG o a un SONY o a un SAMSUNG y si funciona aunque no se 
tenga la aplicación de móviles en el display.
Ah! y si es afirmativa la respuesta, por favor indicar el precio.
Gracias

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

This looks like a great product, I have a 2016 Golf and use an iPhone 6s without a case.

can anyone advise if the bin door will close on the 6s without a case? 

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for question. It's right on the border with the iPhone 6's without a case. Some 
get it to close others not. Maybe from tolerances in the dock, the bin, the phone. There 
is some info in the FAQs if you want to view it there. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

2010 GTI. Maybe hook up to the power outlet in the same location?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago



Yes, currently no 12V connector option as this product is more focused on the vehicles 
with the USB connection for use with AppConnect system (Apple CarPlay/AndroidAuto). 
Most folks who don't have this system, want their phones in a more visible location. 
 Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Looking for the d dock for a 2016 gti. what is the price and where can they be 
purchased 

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Just hit the "STORE" button on this page above and select if you want the RHD or LHD 
model. Then you will be able to see the pricing details. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Does it fit in 2016 Seat Leon Cupra?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Sorry, but I'm sure it wouldn't fit well (not without some big modifications). It is tailored fit 
for the new VW Golfs. Thanks for the note! Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Perfect fit in my 2017 GTI. It looks like it could have come from the factory. My Nexus 
5X now has a happy home and I can dock it and plug it in with a single one-handed 
motion. I'd definitely recommend this dock.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Any Plans for a 2016 Passat. USB connection is in Armrest.
Cheers

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

I'll definitely take into consideration! Thanks for the note! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply



Hi Danny require a right hand drive D-dock with a lighting adapter currently out of stock 
when will they be available for delivery to Australia thanks 

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hi. Just started printing the RHDs today again. Will be printing this week and will plan to 
have stock next weekend again. I will post as soon as they are up on the site. Thanks!

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Danny, will it fit the 2017 golf R?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yep. Should fit fine. 

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hey Danny I just wanted to let you know I got the D-dock and I installed it and it works 
great! I'm super happy with it and am very excited about it. It was very easy and simple. 
You definitely have great potential with this business. I am a car salesmen at a Cadillac 
dealership and Cadillac is just now offering a place in their vehicle to put your phone. 
People don't realize how great it is until they see it and use it and they love it. Your 



business has great potential because everyone needs a place for their phone, 
especially now that CarPlay is in so many vehicles. I hope everything works out for you. 
P.S I loved the candy. 

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I have an iPhone 6S and this worked out perfectly!  The cubby door doesn't close, but 

it's not a deal-breaker.  This was so worth it!  Thanks!

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yep. The iPhone 6 is just on the border of fitting with bin door closed. Mine barely fits 
but without case (naked). Glad it is working out well for you! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Danny, Thanks for the D-dock its all working fine.
Edward from the  Nederlands 



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Great to hear! Thanks for the note! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Do i have to order one from here or are you selling them in stores ?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

They are currently only sold on this website. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Danny! You have hit the jackpot! Everyone wants one! Please make more soon!



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Will post more this weekend! They'll last a couple of days but get them while they're 
there.  Danny   

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi when get you new d docks i want to buy some one for me iPhone 6 and can you sent 
it to the neterlands.thank you John Verflieren

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hi John. Yes we do ship to Netherlands. We should have LHD stock posted this 
weekend again. It's best to send an email from the store page. That way you will for 
sure get an update when they are posted. Thanks! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I ordered two (my wife also has a Golf) They arrived very fast and I was very impressed 
with everything. I did both installs in under 15 miuntes. My wife has an iPhone 6 Plus 



with a case and I have an iPhone 7 Plus without a case. Both iPhones work flawlessly. 
The dock provides a very seamless integration with the car. We are both thrilled and 
Danny was a pleasure to deal with.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Will this fit the 2017 Jetta GLI?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

It only fits the Golfs but the new Jetta's are on my list to develop a D-Dock for. Check 
back here periodically or get updates on our FaceBook page.  Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Would it work for a mk VI GTI?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Sorry, but not really. It is a very custom fit for the MK7.



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

2014-2017 TOYOTA TUNDRA PLEASE!!!!

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for the note - first pick-up request I've had.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Can this be modified to fit a 2017 Tiguan?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

The current model for the MK7 Series Golf is a very custom fit for that vehicle so it will 
not really work with the Tiguan. I have had a lot of requests for building something for 
the Tiguan so perhaps in the near future, I may design a D-Dock for it. If you would like, 
you can keep up to date with new models on our FaceBook page.  Thanks, Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi, I have an iPhone SE, which is 58.6mm wide, so I think it should work.  I currently 
have an otter case on it, and as you say in your FAQs, I might need to get a different 
case for the charger port to fit.  I am willing to do that.  Can you think of any other 
reason why the SE would not work? And what is your current stock situation?  Thanks, 
Ed.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

You are correct. The SE will work fine but the system will normally not work with the 
Otter case. I do plan on posting some either tonight or tomorrow sometime of the LHD. 
It will be a week or two out for the RHD still.  Thanks,
Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I'm like the look of these. Long shot but any chance of looking into making them for the 
current en Seat Ibiza in RHD?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for the note. I'm sticking to VW's right now (even though I know Seat is a family 



brand of VW   .  Maybe sometime in the future - so never say never - but it is 
not planned in the immediate future.  Thanks again,  Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Any chance on getting one for the MKV platform?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Probably not. I am focusing on the newer models with the integrated USB port and the 
App-Connect system. Thanks for the note, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Any plans to support Android phones with side mounted usb connectors? Thanks, Scott

Anonymous 3 years ago

Not sure it is really common, but I have a Sony Xperia z1 compact phone and the jack is 



on the left hand side near the top!

Anonymous 3 years ago

Not a common setup TBH... every Android phone I have ever had the USB was on the 
bottom

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hhhhmmmm. Now there's a design challenge! I haven't really thought about it yet to be 
honest. Sorry - long time iPhone user. Is this setup common with Android based 
phones?

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Is the flip up door able to be closed when used with an iPhone 6S Plus? Also, if the 
iPhone 7 Plus dimensions are even semi-close to the iPhone 6S Plus, is it safe to bet it 
will fit your dock? Thanks in advance for the response!

Anonymous 3 years ago

I have this phone and can confirm the docked phone prevents the cubby door from 
closing but you are in the car so no big issue.  Undocked it closes and leaves nothing 



visible

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

The 6S Plus won't fit in the bin even without the dock - just too long. There's more on 
this in the FAQs on the DETAILS page above. As for the 7 Plus, I really have no idea 
but my best guess is they won't make it smaller than the 6. I designed the width to fit the 
6 Plus with a normal case size (not with an oversized case). Thanks, Danny

Danny Larsen 3 years ago
Reply

Great news RHDers! We just got word that our mirrored LHD version of the MK7 D-
Dock is a perfect fit for the RHD models!! The next batch of product is for you guys! Go 
to the FaceBook page to see photos and more details. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Please consider doing a RHD version for the rest of us outside North America. It would 
be greatly appreciated. Regards, An Australian

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Just released - see above. Product will be available within the next couple of weeks. 
Thanks for your patience all RHDers. I wanted to make sure you guys were getting a 
good product. Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Just saw your YouTube vid... great stuff. I want one for my new RHD VW GTI MK7. 
When can I place an order?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Tomorrow September 10 sometime during the day. I gotta make'em first. ;-)

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

You don't take pre-orders?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Sorry, but no. They are put up for sale as I build them. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago



Reply

does this work with a 2015 golf r, what will it be able to do?, as the car does not have 
carplay

Anonymous 3 years ago

would this work with the mdi to lightning cable i currently have?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

I presume that the dock would fit the bin but the 2015 MK7 models have the MDI 
connectors, not USB, located in the bins. The cables/connectors used with the D-Dock 
are all USB so would not be compatible with the MDI plug. Furthermore, controlling your 
phone using CarPlay or Android Auto on the car's infotainment screen, it allows not 
having to interface with the phones screen. This is why it is possible to tuck inside of the 
bin - because you do not have to control music/navigation/etc from the phones screen. 
Hope this helps. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Does it fit to new VW Tiguan 2016?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago



Sorry, but no. It is specifically fit to the MK7 Golfs. There are a lot of requests for a 
Tiguan version though so it might be the next product on the list. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Is there an option to remove the dock? What if I change the phone? I have to recalibrate 
the dock bumpers so I need to remove the dock, recalibrate and install it again... right? 
Btw. really nice idea to build such dock.... T.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks so much! Short answer - it is possible. Long answer - please see the FAQ's on 
the DETAILS page above under the question "Can I remove my dock once it's 
installed?". If you have any other questions still, please let me know! Regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

How do i order?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Sorry but currently out of stock but will have some in by end of week. If you'd like, y 
could like our FaceBook page above for info when available. Thanks, Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

How do I order a right hand drive mk 7 compatible phone holder?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Not for sale quite yet - sending one to UK to test fit currently. As soon as we (hopefully) 
confirm fit, we will print up a batch and make available. You can sign up for our 
FaceBook page for updates on progress. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Couldn't you sell a bunch of these to Samsung owners who have phones that can use a 
charging pad? USB to charging pad, then set the phone cradle / pad. No connector 
hassle. Just set the phone on the cradle / pad and no need for the connector at all. Or 
something with a magnetic pad and magnets between the phone and the case. Yes 
please!

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

All good thoughts. The patent that is filed with the USPTO includes applications such as 
this so we'll see. Maybe someday. ;-)



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Would this work for right handed drive golfs? I live in Australia and just got my golf a few 
days ago.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

The first D-Dock arrived on the shores of the UK yesterday to be delivered to a MK7 
owner in England for testing. It is the LHD version simply mirrored over. We will report 
back on how it fits on our Facebook page if you want updates. Thanks, Danny

Peter Jonsson 3 years ago
Reply

Just received my unit today, thx for the mint (my wife was quite happy when she saw 
the note and sweets) . Very happy with the build quality but a small tip in the design: for 
easy swap between different types of connectors you could do a cut under the 
connector so swapping from USB-C to micro and so forth goes a little easier. In my line 
of work i change phone quite often so it would make the change a bit easier not have to 
take the whole cable out of the adapter before swapping to a new phone with a different 
connector. Saw you had a Swede asking regarding shipping/tax/coustoms my D-docks 
was 1356.-(160,48$) in total with USB-C. Now im just waiting for my new car.



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks so much for the comment and good tip. I will for sure implement the longer cut-
out by the connector for the quick swap as you suggested. It shouldn't effect the 
integrity of the unit at all. I hope you get your new car soon!! Thanks again and happy 
your wife enjoyed the mint (maybe I should send two! ;-) Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Excuse me, how about European Shipping? How can I extimate shipping costs, taxes 
and customs import duties? Thanks a lot.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Also, if you need it, the shipping weight is 28g ( .98oz). I update the website with this 
info on the checkout page as well. Thanks

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hello, the box used for shipping is 205mm x 155mm x 105 (8in x 6in x 4in). Kind 
regards, Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago

Please give me the box size or the USPS option usually used. Thanks

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

The USPS (United States Postal Servuce) is used to ship to all regions. Thanks, Danny.

Anonymous 3 years ago

Have you ever ship to Italy? Which courier do the customer use?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hello, I am shipping quite a few of these to Europe. The current shipping cost to most 
European countries is $21.89USD. In terms of estimating import duties and sales tax, it 
will vary from country to country. It is possible to use a web site such as 
"www.dutycalculator.com" to figure out for your situation. Thanks for your question. 
Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi, im not sure if the dock fits in my car, so can you tell me the dimensions (lenght & 
width)?



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

The current product is designed to fit specifically for the LHD MK7 series of VW Golfs. If 
you have one of those it should fit fine. If not, it will not fit (well). Just for info the 
dimensions are 4 7/8 wide and 6" deep.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

please, explan about "Connector Type" means how can I choose it? my iphone is 
"iphone 6" then should I choose "Lightning Adapter" is it correct??

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yes, if you have an iPhone, your connector type should be the "Lightning Adapter". 
Generally, the Android based phones (and others) will use the "USB-Micro" connectors 
but some of the newer (non-Apple) phone will use the USB-C connectors. Regards, 
Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply



I received my d-dock today and must say I am impressed with the build quality and 
ingenuity in the design! This thing fit my 2016 Golf R like a glove and I was able to 
adjust the fittings for my iPhone 6s and case perfectly. Thanks Danny, this is so much 
cleaner than wadding up a cable and stuffing my phone in the center console. Great 
product!

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thank you so much for taking the time to provide your feedback! So happy it is working 
well for you!! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

2016 VW Jetta SE?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Don't have a model for the Jetta yet but the next product may be the Jetta. Sign up for 
the Facebook page for new product updates. Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi any news on the RHD version?



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

There is one unit (mirrored LHD version) being shipped to the UK currently. We should 
have news on the fit in the next couple of weeks. Fingers crossed it fits well!

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Not only is this an excellent product - it looks good, fits the car perfectly, attaches 
flawlessly to my iPhone 6S Plus every time - but Danny's customer support and 
response time are fabulous. If you have a MK7 Golf, this product is essential. One of the 
reviewers, all of whom have related this dock highly, called this a no-brainer. I couldn't 
agree more.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks so much for the positive feedback! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply



Perfect, thank you very much danny :)

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Yea haha im the one from sweden :) okey then, great! Thank you very much danny! I 
saw that it was sold out at the moment. When will you have it in again?

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Check back at the end of the week (this weekend). I should have a new batch ready to 
go. You can also sign up for the Facebook page - I will start posting when I have new 
stock available. Remember that for international shipments, you will need to include 
your phone number (required for international shipping). Thanks, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Awsome. A iPhone version for a 2016 LHD Tiguan would be perfect.

Anonymous 2 years ago

Another vote for LHD Tiguan. I'd definitely purchase if one was available.



Anonymous 2 years ago

Another vote for LHD Tiguan. I'd definitely purchase if one was available.

Anonymous 2 years ago

Another vote for LHD Tiguan. I'd definitely purchase if one was available.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for the comment. Had a couple requests for the Tiguan already. I was thinking 
that the Jetta would be the next product on the list but maybe it will have to be the 
Tiguan instead. If you want to track progress, sign up with the Facebook link and I will 
update there for new products. Thanks for the feedback! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Great :) thank you! So if i understand everything right i should get the USB-micro 
adapter then?



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Assuming you are the guy from Sweden with an iPhone 6s+, you would need to order 
the lighting version as all recent iPhones have the lightning connector. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi! I have a golf tsi 2016 and a iPhone 6s+, does it fits? And one more thing, i live in 
sweden. Do you guys ship it there? Thanks :)

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Yes - to both questions! ;-) Best regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Hi could you not just add another vertical face the same as the one with tape on to the 
left side to make this universal LH and RH drive?



Anonymous 3 years ago

Thanks for the reply I just bought a Golf Mk7 RHD last week so if you need a vehicle to 
test it out let me know

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hi. Thanks for the comment. Unfortunately, it is not that simple - wish it was ;-). There 
are a lot of obtuse angles coming together in that bin. The good news is I just printed 
out the first mirrored version yesterday and it will be tested for fit. With any luck, VW 
mirrored the the CAD data between LHD & RHD. Hopefully soon we will have the RHD 
version available. Thanks again, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

I'm worried about permanently affixing this with the 3m tape, because I will likely change 
phones in the future and will need to make adjustments based on the phone size and 
cable. I'd rather use velcro so that I can pull the unit out rather than have it permanently 
affixed, other than that everything seems well thought out

Anonymous 3 years ago

you can also use a less permanent tape like the white 3m instead of the red/black 
version



Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for the note. It is possible to remove the dock but not easy and the tape would 
have to be replaced after because it gets kind of messed up. You can read more about 
this in the FAQ section on the DETAILS page. Kind regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

i want one for wireless charging for samsung note 7

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Received my D-Dock the other day and I couldnt be happier! I get a positive connection 
with my Nexus 5x everytime and Android Auto starts right up. If any of you are on the 
fence, I say get it before he runs out of stock. Excellent product!

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks so much for the comment! I'm glad you are enjoying using it. I posted your 
comment on the review area of the product page as well. Thanks again, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply



How far does the connector stick out of the back of the tray? My iphone 5s lives inside 
an otter box case so the socket is recessed by 3 or 4mm from the edge of the case, just 
wondering if the connector sticks out far enough to go into the socket.

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Hi. The Lightning Cable sticks out 11mm from the back wall of the dock to the very tip of 
the lightning plug. As mentioned in the FAQ's, I don't think the Otter cases (or similar 
overbuilt cases) will work very well with this design. Also, because of the flap for the 
water tight seal, it will probably be difficult to keep that clear in the back of the dock. 
Sorry to sound negative but I'd rather not have someone order only to be 
disappointed. ;-)

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

HI Danny Great product! Any plans for a right hand vw Tiguan 2016 iPhone 6 with otter 
box recharge case fitted Barry Dublin Ireland

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks for note. I've looked into the Otter box a bit and have determined that it will be 
difficult to accommodate because of two things. The thickness of the case on the 
bottom (plug not long enough) and also the little flapper on the phones port kind of gets 
in the way. Sorry, but I'd rather be honest than have the product not working well for 
someone. I have had several requests for the Tiguan already so might need to be # 2 
model. First need to explore the MK7 RHD though. Thanks again! Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

First I'd like to say good job on this slick and clean design. First time I saw your video 
without reading the description I thought the phone dock was a factory accessory. My 
only question is, have you experienced or heard from a customer having a problem with 
CarPlay since the docking station doesn't use a genuine Apple cable. I've read some 
people having CarPlay issues when using non apple cables. Thank you.

Anonymous 3 years ago

The Lightning cable is an Apple certified (but not manufactured) cable with the MFi 
(Made For iPhone,iPod, etc.) certification to work with Apple products. The products 
carrying this logo are fully certified by Apple to work with their products.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

really want one of these, with lightening cable for iPhone 6plus, i have a MK6 golf and 
feel that this would also fit, I have installed a Pioneer ADV-8500BT with carpal and fed 
up with loosing the phone on the floor. please send me details of when I can purchase 
one



Anonymous 3 years ago

Hello, nope - I don't have a unit yet for the MK6. To be honest, I would recommend you 
to not get the design fit for the MK7. I am pretty sure it would require significant rework - 
you are of course welcome to try and rework to fit somewhere within the MK6 but once 
altered, it would not be possible to return the unit. Regards, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Very interesting product! Question: Does my Nexus 6 fix into the cradele? Would be 
very helpfull to have a list of compatible phones somewhere on the site. Thanks for your 
feedback and greetings from Switzerland Sam

Anonymous 3 years ago

Hi Sam. Thanks for the note! There are two reasons I didn't list the individual phone for 
compatibility. The first is that I simply don't have access to all the phones. ;-). The 
second is that when most people are combining with a case it can change the 
dimensions up to 5mm so even if it did fit the phone it might not fit with case. I did take 
the larger Apple and Samsung phones into account while designing the dock. The 
accommodated widths are found in the FAQ's (55mm - 85mm) so if you measure your 
phone (with or without case) and it falls within those dimensions, you should be good. 
Lengthwise, the bigger phones fit but will need to be inserted around the shifter. My wife 
is from Switzerland - Geneva area (and all my kids have Swiss passport as well). Met in 
school there in Vevey. Kind regards, Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

are the connectors interchangeable? I have an android and an Iphone that I change 
between from time to time.

Anonymous 3 years ago

Yep. Seems you found the answer in the FAQ's. The way they are shipped is with one 
of the cables (the one your order. The Amazon links for the other cables are also in the 
FAQ section so you should be all set to get set up for multiple phones. Thanks so much! 
Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago

never mind, read further along and saw that it also includes the alternative connection 
adapter. Perfect!!

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply



@boardmad - keen to see the RHD for the 2016 Golf R Danny. Have an iPhone 6s+ 
and Looking forward to seeing how your new venture develops. Good luck

Danny Larsen 3 years ago

Thanks so much boardmad. Definitely the RHD product will be the second product for 
the universal model. I'll keep posted and thanks for signing up to the newsletter!

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Will this work for the 2016 E-Golf SE?

Anonymous 3 years ago

Yes, should fit very well as it is a MK7 variant. I haven't physically tried it so if there 
were specific differences for the E-Golf, which I don't assume, just let me know for a full 
refund - then I would be able to inform others as well that the current design would need 
some adjustments. Thanks for inquiry.

Anonymous 3 years ago



Reply

When will you have the D-Dock available for the 2016 VW Beetle or will the Golf version 
fit

Anonymous 3 years ago

Hello. I'm pretty certain the shape of the dock will not fit the Beetle as that is a pretty 
specific design. I am looking to add new models during the next months - concentrating 
on various VW models first so keep checking back for new developments. Thanks so 
much for the inquiry!! Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Any idea when you will have more of the lightning version available? Love the idea of 
this product. Ready to order!

Anonymous 3 years ago

Sorry, there was quite a rush on the initial stock. It caught me by surprise a bit! ;-) I will 
have more lightning available for purchase and shipping by the 5th of next week. Kind 
regards, Danny



Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

any chance of a dock for Volkswagen 2016 Tiguan?

Anonymous 3 years ago

Thanks for the request. I will base next models based on feedback so keep checking 
back. I will be looking to add additional models through the coming months. Thanks 
again, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

my golf have only media in connector type , its possible ?

Anonymous 3 years ago

Hi. I think you are referring to the MDI connector found in previous generation VW 
Infotainment systems. Sorry, but currently the only cables tested that work with the D-
Dock are for the USB connector in the bin area found with the MIB II infotainment 



system. These are the systems with CarPlay and Android Auto. Thanks for the 
question, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

When will you have more available for sale?

Anonymous 3 years ago

Sorry for the late reply. Been doing some traveling for work. The initial stock has been 
purchased already. We will have more units available for shipment during the first week 
of August. Thanks for your question, Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

(RHD Version). That's excellent news. Happy to try it out for you and report back.

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Any chance on developing a RHD version ?



Anonymous 3 years ago

I would also love a RHD version. Lets us know in the newsletter please! :) Kelvin, 
Ireland.

Anonymous 3 years ago

Thanks for question. Yes, I will be looking into this in the coming weeks and if simply 
mirroring the LHD version will work. Danny

Anonymous 3 years ago
Reply

Sooooo excited, cannot wait! '16 VWGTI


